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and on all the other days the opposite was true. Dr Ballard
was able to separate reminiscence from obliviscence by a
detailed analysis of the scripts. He found that the primary
and secondary scripts differed not only in quantity, but in
actual content; lines appearing in the first did not appear in
the second, while lines absent in the first were present in the
second. Thus, when an improvement after an interval was
manifested reminiscence was greater even than it appeared at
first sight, since a certain amount of it was needed to balance
the obliviscence that had taken place. In one test, for
example, in the primary scripts 449 lines were written by
forty-six boys; in the secondary 465 lines. There was there-
fore an improvement of 16 lines for the class as a whole. But
analysis revealed that of the 465 lines in the secondary test
107 were new; 91 of the original lines had,been forgotten.
Reminiscence here is represented not by 16, but by 107, while
91 indicates the obliviscence.
For the details of these fascinating investigations the student-
is referred to the original paper. The author's main conclu-
sions are that the improycincnt takes place without^thought
being given to the matter in the inten/31,although subjects
WEb think oi it ca^ually^bej^e^n^Jthe tests show slightly more
impr^ement tjhan^tfiose who do notTiP^at^tn^amount^of
improvemejit^showii depends onljiterest; that the degree of
improvement varies with the age oFthe subject, being greatest
with young children and negligible with adults; that oblivi-
scence and reminiscence occur together; thatjthe interyaljbr
maxjm^^eminis^enc^ is .a^oj^tw^^days..	"""
I "'" For an explanation Dr Ballard rejects the fatigue theory as
inadequate, and offers alternatives in terms of psychical dis-
positions or growth of brain structure. It is well in accord
with the doctrine set forth in these pages to believe
that the excitement of a disposition does not die out immediately
after the corresponding experience passes out of consciousness, but
continues in a lower or modified form for some days after, and thus
tends to arrest and reverse the process of dissolution.1
1 Obliviscence and Reminiscence, p. 53.

